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Experimental philosophy, as I understand it here, is the attempt to help answer ontological,
semantic, or epistemological questions about some matter of philosophical concern by
quantitatively measuring judgments about that subject matter, typically among nonphilosophers.
The last couple of decades has seen a flurry of such attempts in various subdisciplines,
including epistemology, philosophy of mind, philosophy of language, and action theory.
Philosophers have of course always relied on judgments about their subject matters, but have
less often relied on non-philosopher’s judgments, and rarely in ways involving quantitative
assessments of the distribution of such judgments. Philosophers have also from time to time
relied on quantitative empirical data, perhaps most prominently in philosophy of mind and
applied ethics, but rarely on data about folk judgments about the subject matter of concern.
Experimental philosophy contrasts with both these more traditional philosophical practices.
The ambitions of experimental philosophers vary. Some modestly hope to correct
misapprehensions about how certain expressions are ordinarily used. Others think that
empirical methods might radically reshape philosophical inquiry. The revolutionary potential
has prompted interesting broad questions: Might experimental philosophy show that attempts
to solve philosophical problems “from the armchair” are fundamentally mistaken, or are data
on judgments largely irrelevant for central philosophical problems?1 Under what conceptions
of philosophical inquiry might empirical methods be more or less relevant? Are some
philosophical questions particularly amenable to these empirical methods, whereas others are
not? Should experimental philosophy both become the sustained concern of a substantial group
of specialists and a source of relatively accessible tools used throughout philosophy, much as
philosophical logic?2
Some of what is said in this chapter is relevant to these broader issues. But our question is
narrower, in keeping with the focus of this volume: How, if at all, might experimental
philosophy help us answer central questions about the nature of moral responsibility, such as
the question of whether moral responsibility is compatible with determinism?3 My primary
focus will be on the idea that folk judgments in line with a particular position might provide

For discussion, see e.g. Kauppinen 2007; Knobe 2007; Alexander et al. 2010 and contributions to
Sytsma and Buckwalter 2016.
2 For the last suggestion, see Weinberg 2015. For some recent overviews of the problems and prospects
of experimental philosophy, see Mallon 2016; Knobe and Nichols 2017; Ludwig 2017. For data on the
reproducibility of results in experimental philosophy, see Cova et al. 2018; for discussion of the use of
online subjects, see e.g. Paolacci and Chandler 2014.
3 For some earlier overviews of the relevance of experimental philosophy to the philosophy of moral
responsibility specifically, see Vargas 2006; Nelkin 2007; Sommers 2010; Björnsson and Pereboom
2016; Chan et al. 2016.
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support for that position. But we will also consider studies suggesting that certain classes of
judgments are particularly unreliable, and ask whether experimental results are relevant for our
understanding of philosophers’ judgments about the subject matter.
Throughout these discussions, I will assume a broad familiarity with philosophical research
on moral responsibility. Understanding the philosophical relevance of experimental results
involves the same difficulties and requires the same familiarity with distinctions and possible
theoretical options as does understanding the relevance of arguments that rely, in familiar ways,
on philosophers’ verdicts about cases.
1.

Wisdom of the crowd?

Why should philosophers care about what non-specialists think about a complex philosophical
question? A straightforward answer would be this: if one position on this issue is supported by
significantly more people, this provides some evidence for that position. In line with this, some
of the early experimental work on whether non-philosophers are compatibilists or
incompatibilists was indeed a response to claims by some philosophers that their position had
common sense on its side, claims taken (correctly or not) to imply that the burden of proof would
be on the other side (Nahmias et al. 2005: 563–4). Some will balk at this answer. Given the
difficulty of the questions about incompatibilism and given how easily people get confused when
thinking about it, one might find it obvious that folk judgments carry no evidential weight
whatsoever. But there is reason to at least take the suggestion seriously and be clear about why
we reject it.
Generally speaking, and for most of the questions we consider in our lives, our ordinary
ways of answering these questions are somewhat reliable, or better than chance at getting things
right. But if people in general are slightly more likely than not to get things right, and if their
chances of doing so are independent, then if a significant majority of a large number of people
agree on a given issue, the majority would most likely be correct. Or at least they would be in
cases where there is one correct answer, no answer is antecedently more likely than the other,
and judges would be equally likely of getting things right independently of which answer is in
fact correct.4 Under those conditions, if the chance for each to arrive at the correct answer is a
modest .55, then if 61 out of 100 such judges come down on one side, there is nevertheless over
.99 chance that they are correct. If the chance for each is a mere .505, then the same is true if
it is supported by 605 out of 1,000 judges.5 The sheer difference in number of supporting
judgments make up for the modest or meagre quality of each judgment. How is this possible?

The reasoning that is merely roughly indicated here is made more precise in discussions of the
Condorcet Jury Theorem. For a discussion of the relevance of CJT to experimental philosophy and a
more formal treatment of both reliability and independence, see Talbot 2014; Ludwig 2017. Cf. Goodin
and Spiekermann 2018.
5 These numbers, and corresponding numbers provided later on are calculated based on Theorem 9 in
List 2004: 528. Cf. Talbot 2014. I move freely between talk of probabilities, likelihoods, and chances.
What I have in mind in each case is something like fitting credences given accessible information; I take the
discussion to be robust relative to various ways of spelling out that notion.
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It helps to think of marginally reliable judges as being mostly affected by factors that do not
track the truth of the matter—by noise—and only to some small degree by factors that do. While
noise is random and cancels out over a large number of independent judgments, the rare
instances where judgments are guided by the truth always pull in the same direction.
The strength of this sort of appeal to the wisdom of the crowd depends on the extent to
which:
(1) No answer is antecedently more likely than others in a way that lets us significantly discount the
reliability of judges arriving at some other answer.
(2) People’s chances of getting things right are independent. Suppose that each is more likely than not
to get things right but is so by leaning on one and the same piece of evidence, which is
slightly more likely than not to reveal the truth. Then even if noise cancels out, uniformity
in judgment will primarily reflect what that piece of evidence suggests. However large the
group and uniform their agreement, the likelihood that the group gets things right will not
exceed the likelihood that the evidence in question is veridical.
(3) People are reliable when judging this particular issue, being somewhat better than chance
in getting things right. (We obviously cannot assume that people are highly reliable when
it comes to difficult philosophical questions. But given that even very low reliability can
ground a wisdom of the crowd argument, we cannot reject this reliability assumption
without further consideration.)
(4) The question has one correct answer, independently of who is answering it. If judgments are
tracking different facts, raw numbers cannot be expected to accumulate truth-tracking
while noise cancels out.
(5) A large enough majority of judgments comes down on one side of this issue compared to the other.
If the majority is very slim, there is little accumulation of evidential weight.
Can such an argument be had for central questions about responsibility? In what follows, I will
discuss each condition, in reverse order. To constrain the discussion, I will continue to focus
primarily on the question of whether incompatibilism is correct and restrict myself to a limited
range of studies telling us whether and under what circumstances people tend to make
compatibilist and incompatibilist judgments, respectively. Though this will mean ignoring other
interesting studies, I take large parts of what is said here to generalize.6 For the same reason, I
will also assume (unless otherwise stated) that compatibilism and incompatibilism are
antecedently equally likely.

Among studies that I set to the are those concerned with the extent to which people acknowledge moral
luck (e.g. Cushman 2008; Kneer and Machery 2019), how people understand the relation between
consciousness and responsibility (e.g. Shepherd 2015), and whether people take there to be historical
conditions on responsibility (Taylor and Maranges Forthcoming).
6
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How many accept or reject compatibilism?

Several studies have tried to determine whether non-philosophers take determinism to be
incompatible with moral responsibility; whether they are “natural incompatibilists” (e.g.
Nichols 2004; Nahmias et al. 2005; Nahmias et al. 2007; Nichols and Knobe 2007; Roskies and
Nichols 2008; Sarkissian et al. 2010). In these studies, subjects are typically presented with either
an indeterministic or a deterministic scenario and asked about whether agents can be morally
responsible for their decisions or actions in that scenario. If judges are willing to attribute
responsibility in the former but not the latter scenario, this would suggest that they are
incompatibilists.
What has been the conclusion of these studies? Unfortunately, results have varied,
depending on how the (in)deterministic aspect of the scenarios were described and on how
questions about responsibility were asked. For example, looking at two of the most cited studies,
the proportion of subjects that are willing to attribute responsibility to agents in deterministic
scenarios vary between 14% (Nichols and Knobe 2007: 670) and 89% (Nahmias et al. 2007:
227). A number of reasons for this variation have been identified:
Abstract vs. Concrete: When subjects are asked to attribute responsibility to a specified
individual for a concrete bad action in a deterministic scenario, they tend to attribute
more responsibility than when asked, in the abstract, whether an agent could be fully
morally responsible under those circumstances. In one study, 72% of subjects who were
asked the concrete question gave a positive answer whereas only 14% of subjects who
were asked the abstract question (Nichols and Knobe 2007); in another the proportion of
positive answers fell from 79% to 52% (Nahmias et al. 2007).
Actual vs. Possible: When subjects are asked to consider whether agents would be fully
morally responsible if the actual world is deterministic, they are also more inclined to give
a positive answer than when considering agents located in some merely imagined
deterministic universe. In one study, 89% gave positive answers to the former question,
but only 72% to the latter (Nahmias et al. 2007; cf. Roskies and Nichols 2008).
Neurology vs. Psychology: Subjects seems considerably more inclined to attribute
responsibility when the deterministic scenario describes the deterministic processes in
psychological terms than when they are described in neurological terms: 87% versus 41%
in one study (Nahmias et al. 2007; but see De Brigard et al. 2009; Chan et al. 2016).
Framing of determinism: Subjects are significantly more inclined to attribute responsibility
when the idea of determinism is conveyed as the idea that the same events always follow
causally from the same initial conditions than when put in strongly modal terms (“given
the past, each decision has to happen in the way that it does”): 52% versus 27% in one study
(Murray and Nahmias 2014: 447).

Some of these variations suggest that certain ways of asking or framing the question change
what answers seem reasonable without therefore changing the question (see e.g. Nelkin 2007;
Björnsson and Persson 2013, apart from discussion in papers presenting the original studies).
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We will return to questions about whether these variations affect the reliability of the answers
given.
Other variations might suggest that subjects have been asked questions that have different
answers. Most obviously, it might be that different ways of conveying the deterministic aspect
of the scenarios lead subjects to consider different versions of determinism, only some of which
are incompatible with responsibility. More subtly, it might be that the nature of responsibility
depends on how things are in the actual world, and that this might explain the actual vs. possible
contrast (Roskies and Nichols 2008: 382–5). For example, it could be that responsibility should
be understood as requiring a kind of freedom ruled out by determinism if, as most people seem
to believe (Nichols and Knobe 2007; Sarkissian et al. 2010; Deery et al. 2013), human decisions
and actions are actually free in that way. But if the world is deterministic, as subjects are asked
to assume in questions about the actual world, then perhaps responsibility should be understood
in a way that still takes us to be responsible: the responsibility assumption would trump
incompatibilist commitments (cf. van Inwagen 1983: 219ff).
Another equivocation worry stems from the well-known ambiguity of the term
“responsibility”. Even if we restrict ourselves to retrospective moral responsibility, some have
argued that it comes in several importantly different varieties, sometimes labeled
“accountability”, “attributability”, and “answerability” (see e.g. Watson 1996; Shoemaker
2015; for criticism, see Smith 2015; Jeppsson 2016), where accountability for an action would
be what is required for an agent to deserve retributive emotional and other responses. One
possible explanation of diverging responsibility judgments about deterministic cases might then
be that whereas accountability is generally taken to be incompatible with determinism, some
subjects have some other, less demanding, notion of responsibility in mind, one that merely
requires that it makes sense to ask the agent why they did what they did, demand that they
abstain from such actions, or assess their character based on their action (Björnsson and
Pereboom 2016: 152). There is some reason to think that this cannot explain more than part of
the variation in judgment, however. Several studies of folk judgments ask not only about
responsibility but also whether agents deserve blame. Since answers to these two questions tend
to be fairly strongly correlated, there is reason to think that subjects are concerned with
responsibility understood exactly as a precondition for blameworthiness.
3.

Folk reliability, disagreement, and identifiable bias

Why should we think that subjects’ judgments about compatibilism and incompatibilism are
more likely than not to be correct? A quick answer would be that even non-specialists have
enough conceptual competence to form beliefs about responsibility and, if the studies are set up
right, some understanding of the deterministic aspects of the scenarios they consider.
This answer might seem as misguided as it is quick. Human beings are famously subject to
various perceptual and cognitive illusions, and there are issues that are simply beyond most
people’s ken. Based on this, one might think that reliability has to be established for the
judgments at hand, and that this requires independently answering the very question that folk
judgments were supposed to help us with (cf. Ludwig 2017: 395–6). But as a general demand,
this is too strong. Before knowing the answer to a question, we can often determine that people
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have enough cognitive capacities to ground a presumption of positive reliability: pending
specific reason to the contrary, reasons having to do with the matter at hand and the judge’s
access to it, we should expect someone with such capacities to get things right more often than
not.
The question, then, is whether there are specific reasons to reject such a presumption of
reliability with respect to compatibilist or incompatibilist judgments. One reason comes from
disagreement about the issue at hand. For example, if 57% of a large number of independent
judgments agreed with compatibilism and 43% disagrees with it, the average reliability of judges
is unlikely to much exceed .57. 7 Given that most studies of folk incompatibilism reveal a
significant minority, this in itself restricts what degree of reliability we can plausibly attribute to
subjects. Of course, how much of a restriction this is depends on how large the minority is. If
the distribution of answers is compatible with a high enough reliability, the number of subjects
is large enough, and each tracks the truth independently enough of the others, the upshot might
still be a very high likelihood that the majority is correct. (As noted above, if 605 of 1,000 people
independently track truth with a meagre .505 reliability agreed on an answer, this would make
that answer 99% likely to be correct!)
There are, however, more direct reasons for doubting the reliability of folk judgments
about incompatibilism. The first is that the issue at hand is complex and difficult; the other is
the frequent missteps displayed when non-philosophers begin to think about these issues, and
the possibility that there are widespread sources that erroneously bias people’s judgments in a
way that swamps any general reliability. In the section 5, we consider whether the nature of the
issue gives us reason reject folk reliability; in this and the next section, we look closer at evidence
for specific sources of bias and error.
One sign that non-philosophers are unreliable judges of incompatibilism is provided by the
confusion they display when first confronted with the issue. As those who have taught classes on
incompatibilism know, students not only find many of these issues difficult, but also frequently
make specific basic mistakes, conflating determinism and fatalism or conflating the question
about whether people who do bad things can deserve blame under determinism with the
question of whether there might still be reasons to blame them. The point here is not that
incompatibilist judgments are mistaken, nor that compatibilist judgments are—we will soon
discuss such specific claims—but that non-experts often make trivial mistakes about matters that
seem crucial for settling the question. Based on this it might seem very reasonable not to expect
their acceptance or rejection of incompatibilism to be reliably truth-tracking.
The fact that non-specialists make these kinds of errors plausibly lowers their degree of
reliability. But it does not necessarily mean that they will do worse than chance. As long as these
various mistakes constitute noise—as long as their effects are randomly distributed—and as long
as we could expect people’s judgments to have a slight tendency to track the truth, and
independently so, a sufficiently large majority of subjects coming down on one side might still
give us strong reasons to accept that side.
For discussion of how the distribution of answers might affect plausible attributions of reliability, see
Talbot 2014: 3867–71.
7
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Things change, however, if we know that large proportions of people are swayed by biases
that prompt judgments falling specifically on one side, biases that are unlikely to be cancelled
out. After discounting such judgments, the wisdom of the remaining crowd might point in the
opposite direction. Here, experimental philosophers have proposed and provided empirical
support for a number of hypothesis about factors that (i) drive folk judgments towards one kind
of judgment and (ii) seem clearly irrelevant to the truth of the matter. In what follows, I outline
two of the most important proposals, and explain why they remain problematic.8
The first hypothesis is that many who make compatibilist judgments are willing to attribute
responsibility no matter what, even to agents who are definitely not responsible. Specifically, Adam
Feltz and Melissa Millan (2013) suggest, based on experimental data, that
No Matter What: Many who attribute responsibility to agents in deterministic scenarios also
attribute responsibility to agents who should not be judged responsible because their
actions are fated.

An action is “fated” in the relevant sense if it is bound to happen independently of the sorts of
states—character, values, preferences—that compatibilists see as grounding responsibility.
(Fatalism is thus different from determinism: even if our agential states are determined by factors
in the distant past, our actions are still counterfactually and causally dependent on these states.)
Through a series of experiments, Feltz and Millan showed that those who were willing to
attribute free will and responsibility to agents in various “fatalistic” scenarios (between 30% and
60% of subjects, depending on experiment) were also much more willing to do so to agents in
a deterministic scenario. On the assumption that fatalism does undermine free will and
responsibility, this would indeed suggest that a considerable proportion of compatibilist
judgments are made by unreliable judges.9 If we could discount these judgments while taking
the remaining folk judgments to be at least somewhat reliable, the overall pattern of judgments
might strongly support incompatibilism.
Unfortunately for the No Matter What hypothesis, the kinds of fatalism that Feltz and Millan
tested reactions to are not uncontroversially incompatible with responsibility. First, some of the
descriptions of fated actions offered in their studies might well have been understood along the
lines of determinism. Second, all their descriptions seem compatible with responsibility given
popular “sourcehood” forms of compatibilism: according to these forms, inspired by Harry
I set aside the suggestion that people’s thinking about free will and moral responsibility rely on
(potentially suspect) ideas about a soul (a suggestion largely debunked in Mele 2014; Vonasch et al. 2018)
and the idea that judgments relied upon in manipulation arguments for incompatibilism or responsibility
(or accountability) nihilism should be interpreted in compatibilist-friendly ways (proposed by Sripada
2012; debunked in Björnsson 2016).
9 What modes might those be? One hypothesis would be that subjects are in the grip of retributive
emotions (cf. Nichols and Knobe 2007: 671–2). Another is that people mistake the mitigating effect that
reflection on prior causes can have on reactive attitudes for a sign that such causes undermine
responsibility (Bennett 2008). However, hypotheses appealing to emotional effects seem to be in conflict
with the available data, judging by a recent meta-study (Feltz and Cova 2014). Yet another hypothesis
would be that we are operating with a general assumption that if something bad happens, someone is
responsible (Mandelbaum and Ripley 2012).
8
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Frankfurt (1969), responsibility for an action only requires that it resulted from the right aspects
of the agent, not that the agent could have avoided performing the action. Third, a study by
James Andow and Florian Cova (2016) strongly suggests that most subjects who attribute
responsibility to an agent in a fatalistic scenario take the agent’s actions to be the result of such
agential aspects. Though attributions of responsibility in deterministic and fatalistic scenarios of
a certain kind tend to go hand in hand, then, the process at work is not one that would
necessarily make the judgments in question unreliable. To show that it is, we would need
independent grounds for rejecting compatibilist reasoning.
The No Matter What hypothesis targeted compatibilist judgments. Another recent proposal,
by Eddy Nahmias and Dylan Murray (2010; 2014; cf. Nelkin 2007: 255–56), instead targets
incompatibilist judgments. Nahmias and Murray suggest that
Bypassing: A large proportion of people who think that agents in deterministic scenarios
lack responsibility do so because they take it that these agents’ rational agency is bypassed,
playing no role in determining what they do.

Since determinism does not in fact imply that rational agency is bypassed, it follows from
Bypassing that a large proportion of incompatibilist judgments are based on a clearly identifiable
mistake.
The Bypassing hypothesis could potentially explain the Abstract vs Concrete, the Neurology vs
Psychology, the Actual vs Possible, and the Framing of Determinism effects mentioned above. Cases that
concern the actual world and are framed in concrete psychological terms might naturally recruit
ordinary psychological explanatory models in which the effects of antecedent events on actions
passes through rather than bypasses rational agency, thus counteracting the mistake. In
addition, Nahmias and Murray presented data showing that in experiments varying the ways
determinism was framed, incompatibilist judgments were quite strongly correlated with the
acceptance of claims like
BYPASS:

In [deterministic scenario], [what a person wants / what they believe / their
decisions] have no effect on what they end up doing.

Given this, it is natural to assume that variations in ways of presenting determinism give rise to
varying degrees of incompatibilist judgments by prompting the bypass mistake to corresponding
degrees.
Though both striking and replicated in several later experiments, the correlation between
incompatibilist and BYPASS judgments does not in the end support the Bypassing hypothesis.
First, acceptance of BYPASS statements does not well explain the acceptance of incompatibilism:
the data turns out to be better accounted for by statistical models taking incompatibilist
judgments to explain BYPASS judgments rather the other way around, or taking both to have a
common cause (Rose and Nichols 2013; Björnsson 2014; Björnsson and Pereboom 2014). This
undermines the claim that incompatibilist judgments are based on mistaken BYPASS judgments.
Second, later experiments (Björnsson 2014) showed that there was no negative correlation
between incompatibilist judgments and the acceptance of claims like
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THROUGHPASS:

In [deterministic scenario], when earlier events cause an agent’s action,
they typically do so by affecting what the agent believes and wants, which in turn causes
the agent to decide and act in a certain way.

In fact, there was a weak positive correlation between the acceptance of BYPASS and
THROUGHPASS statements. This undermines the idea that subjects who make incompatibilist
judgments really think that rational agency is bypassed.10
But why, then, do these subjects accept BYPASS statements? My own suggestion has been
that they are gripped by the (arguably correct) thought that determinism implies that the
person’s desires, beliefs, and decisions, or more generally their deliberation, has no independent
effect on their actions, being itself the mere consequence of earlier events:
No Independent Effect: Subjects who (a) take determined agents’ deliberation to have no
independent effect on their actions and (b) take this to undermine responsibility tend to
(c) interpret BYPASS statements as denying such independent causal influence because such
a denial strikes them as particularly interesting (Björnsson 2014; Björnsson and Pereboom
2014).

Since BYPASS statements are (arguably) true under this interpretation, the No Independent Effect
hypothesis gives us no reason to reject incompatibilist judgments as confused.
Another suggestion, by David Rose and Shaun Nichols, is in line with the intuitive thought
that someone whose deliberation is predetermined to result in a specific intention did not really
have a choice and did not really decide the already predetermined outcome:
No Choice: People who accept the BYPASS statements that determined agents’ decisions do
not affect their actions do so because they take determinism to imply that agents make no
choices or decisions, which they in turn take to imply that they are not morally responsible
for what they do (Rose and Nichols 2013).

In support of the No Choice hypothesis, Rose and Nichols’ present data suggesting that subjects’
rejections of the former of the following claims can explain their acceptance of the latter:
DECISIONS:

In this [deterministic] universe, people make decisions.

NO EFFECT: In

this [deterministic] universe, when people make decisions, what they think
and want has no effect on what actions they end up performing.

Potentially, this could ground another error theory for incompatibilist intuitions, given the
assumption that there can be such a thing as predetermined decisions.

It also undermines Fischer’s (2013) suggestion that people make incompatibilist judgments because
they confusedly take determinism to undermine guidance control when it only threatens regulative control.
(The former sort of control requires the right involvement in the actual causal sequence leading to the
object of responsibility; the latter that one decides the unfolding of an open future.) Given this suggestion,
and given that those who accept THROUGHPASS likely think that the agent has guidance control, one
would expect a significant negative correlation between incompatibilist judgments and the acceptance
of THROUGHPASS. The data instead reveal a weak positive correlation, and the acceptance of
THROUGHPASS among a large majority of those making incompatibilist judgments (Björnsson 2014).
10
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The No Choice explanation is problematic, however. First, most BYPASS statements in the
studies cited above merely deny the effects of what people believe or desire, and do not even
mention their decisions. (Even NO EFFECT, though concerned with cases involving decisions, is
denying effects of what people “think and want”, not of their decisions.) And while there is
something intuitive about denying that deterministic agents really have a choice, the thought
that they lack beliefs or desires is much less compelling.11
Second, subjects who make incompatibilist judgments are no less willing to accept
THROUGHPASS than those making compatibilist judgments. This suggest that they generally
and easily recognize a sense in which determined agents do make decisions based on what they
believe and want. This is not in itself a problem for the No Choice hypothesis. But if they recognize
such a sense, then they presumably take NO EFFECT to be concerned with cases involving beliefs,
desires, and decisions in that sense. The alternative would be that they understand NO EFFECT
as absurdly concerned with beliefs, desires, and decisions that they think cannot exist in the
deterministic universe. (So understood, NO EFFECT would be either vacuously true or suffer from
a presupposition failure, being akin to “In 2018, when people met Adolf Hitler, the questions
they asked had no effect on what answers he gave.”) Subjects would presumably prefer an easily
available interpretation not suffering from those defects. But then their rejection of DECISIONS
fails to explain why they think that beliefs and desires have no effects in those cases. By contrast,
the No Independent Effect hypothesis readily explains why incompatibilists tend to accept
NO EFFECT as well as BYPASS.12
The Bypassing and No Matter What hypotheses represents what I take to be the most
promising recent attempts to establish that a large proportion of either compatibilist or
incompatibilist judgments are epistemically defective. The first failed to identify a process of
judgment formation that is uncontroversially epistemically suspect. The second identified such
a process, but data contradicted the claim that incompatibilist judgments result from it.
4.

Reliability and conditional likelihoods

Though not discussed in the literature, there is another way in which hypotheses about
epistemic processes might be important, one that does not rely on these processes being
uncontroversially suspect. Reliability in judgment, remember, is understood as the likelihood of
Chan et al. 2016 ask bypass questions about beliefs and values separately from questions about
decisions. Unfortunately, they only provide composite result. Moreover, the fairly weak correlational
data presented in the article make it hard to see how bypass judgments can be largely explained by
responsibility judgments.
12 It can also be extended to explain why the rejection of DECISION is correlated with the acceptance of
NO EFFECT and the rejection of responsibility. Assume, as seems likely, that to “make a decision” can be
understood strongly, as requiring that one plays a causally independent role in forming an otherwise
undetermined intention, as well as weakly, as merely requiring that one’s deliberation figures in a certain
way in the causal sequence leading to that intention. Just as with the “no independent effect”
interpretation of the BYPASS and NO EFFECT statements, the stronger interpretation will be more
interesting and thus tend to be more salient for subjects who take determinism to rule out independent
causal influence and take this to undermine responsibility.
11
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making a correct judgment: of judging that P if P is true and judging that not-P if not-P is true.
For a claim about an epistemic process to affect the relevant sort of reliability, it is thus enough
to make plausible that the process would affect the likelihood of a certain kind of judgment given
that a certain answer is true. This makes it easier to avoid begging the question against one answer.
Nevertheless, conditional likelihoods can be epistemically highly relevant. Suppose, for
example, that we have a plausible account of why many people would reject compatibilism even
if it were true, but no plausible account of why many people would reject incompatibilism if it
were true. Then the likelihood of a compatibilist judgment given that compatibilism is true
might now be .5 whereas the likelihood of an incompatibilist judgment given incompatibilism
might be .75. Suppose also that the antecedent likelihood of incompatibilism is .75, that judges
are tracking truth independently, and that 58 out of 100 judgments are incompatibilist. Then
in spite of the preponderance of incompatibilist judgments and the above chance antecedent
likelihood that an incompatibilist judgment will be correct, the compatibilist position would be
.99 likely to be correct! This might look surprising, but the explanation is simple: the distribution
of answers would be significantly more likely given compatibilism than given incompatibilism,
involving fewer and less unlikely independent errors.
Conditional likelihoods can in principle provide non-question begging evidence for a
position. But any defense of such likelihoods will also tend to be much more complex than the
sorts of arguments we have seen for the No Matter What and Bypassing hypotheses. To assess the
likelihood of getting things right given that a certain answer to the question is correct might
require (i) a sense of what the relation of responsibility is if that answer is correct, (ii) an
explanation of what makes that the relation that need to obtain for our responsibility attributions
to be true, and thus (iii) a plausible general account of what determines the truth-conditions of
classes of judgments, as well as (iv) an account of how our judgments might track or fail to track
these facts. While experimental philosophy might have a role to play here, it would be in the
context of systematic philosophical work.13
5.

Folk reliability, difficult philosophical questions, and conceptual analysis

Suppose that we have no particular evidence of systematic mistakes that would make people no
better than chance in their responsibility judgments about deterministic scenarios. Suppose also
that we lack evidence that compatibilist judgments are more likely to be mistaken, or that
incompatibilist judgments are. We might still conclude that non-specialists do no better than
chance with this particular question because of its difficulty and complexity. Generally, the issue
seems no different from other central philosophical topics, with its striking yet hard to pin down
relations to non-trivial matters such as causation, explanation, laws, control, freedom,
rationality, agency, moral wrongness, blame, credit, reactive attitudes, punishment, and desert.
For my own attempt to explain why, if compatibilism is correct, it would be true in a way given which
we should expect the messy distribution of judgments canvassed in section 2, see Björnsson and Persson
2012; 2013; Björnsson 2014; 2016; 2017. For other systematic attempts to incorporate epistemic and
semantic reflection in theorizing about free will and moral responsibility, see Double 1996; McCormick
2013; Vargas 2013; Nichols 2015; Deery 2019; Kumar forthcoming.
13
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Moreover, non-specialists lack access to the kinds of arguments that philosophers take to be
importantly revealing, such as Peter van Inwagen’s (1983) consequence argument, Harry
Frankfurt’s (1969) argument against the requirement of alternative possibilities, or Peter
Strawson’s (1962) account of the systematic similarities between personal reactive attitudes and
practices of holding responsible, to mention some of the most influential (cf. Sommers 2010:
205–6). Given this, how could folk judgments be more reliable than chance?
Perhaps, though, this is the wrong way to think about the subject matter. On one
understanding, judgments about imagined deterministic cases are based on direct, intuitive,
knowledge of relatively simple necessary truths about responsibility and an understanding of
basic features of determinism, rather that knowledge about complex ethical, metaphysical, or
empirical matters. Because confusion of the latter factors and an insecure grasp of the relevant
concepts downgrades intuitive access to the relevant facts, philosophical arguments can help us
see more clearly, but they are not strictly speaking necessary. (Contrast knowledge of whether
incompatibilism is true with knowledge of whether human decision making is a deterministic
process. The latter is clearly an empirical matter to which non-specialists have no independent
access. Incompatibilism is not inaccessible in that way.14) On one popular version of this view,
the facts are conceptual truths, and they are accessed by the employment of the concepts
involved, concepts possessed by non-specialists and specialists alike. 15 In either case, nonspecialists can access the relevant facts, even if their susceptibility to various sources of noise
make their reliability low.
Many metasemantic accounts—accounts of how words or elements of thought have their
referents determined—reject the idea that we have privileged access to the nature or necessary
features of these referents merely in virtue of our rational capacities and possession of the
relevant concepts.16 But even on such accounts, it might seem plausible that people in general
can have access to the truth conditions of responsibility judgments. For a recent example,
consider Laura and François Schroeter’s (2014) explanation of how people can be concerned
with the very same subject matter even if they have very different conceptions of it. They key,
they suggest, is that the parties take themselves to be concerned with what they and others have
been concerned with at other times, and thus as continuing one and the same “representational
tradition”. What property this tradition has been concerned with, if any, is then a matter of
what interpretation makes best sense of the tradition as a whole, not about individual judgments
based on different conceptions of the subject matter. Conflicting conceptions might in turn be
sustained by conflicting attempts to make sense of these traditions, fueled when traditions
involve tensions that might be resolved in different ways depending on which of their
commitments are seen as more central.17 At least judging from the philosophical literature, this
It is of course also an issue not yet resolved by science (see e.g. Balaguer 2010).
For a defense of the potential usefulness of experimental philosophy in revealing conceptual truths,
see Balaguer 2016.
16 Classical discussions of how our most fundamental ideas about a thing can come apart from what that
idea is about include Putnam 1973; 1975; Kripke 1980; Lewis 1984; Millikan 2000.
17 As the Schroeters stress (2014: 16–18), the best interpretation will at times require disambiguation.
Moreover, as Mark Balaguer insists (2016: 2379–80), we should allow that people might have
14
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is very much true about the tradition of attributing and withholding responsibility in the context
of guiding reactive attitudes and practices of holding responsible, with its notorious tension
between compatibilist and incompatibilist or skeptical elements. 18 But even with all this
variation, it seems that individual judges, qua members of the relevant tradition, will tend to
have access to the very aspects of it that a best interpretation should make sense of. It would
seem odd to antecedently deny that this access makes members better than chance at getting
right whether determinism would rule out responsibility.19
6.

Are people independently tracking the truth?

Suppose that we can accord people some reliability—perhaps a very modest one. Suppose
further that considerably more judgments are in line with one theory than with its rival. Then
these judgments could provide very strong evidence for that theory in the way sketched in
section 1. To do so, however, they must be independently tracking the truth of the matter, in
the following sense:
INDEPENDENCE:

One judgment whether P is independent of other judgments whether P
if and only if (i) the likelihood that it will yield the verdict that P on the assumption that P
and (ii) the likelihood that it will yield the verdict that not-P on the assumption that not-P
are unaffected by what we assume that the verdicts of the other judgments are.

Independence, so understood, would most obviously be undermined if we knew that some
judgments would causally influence others, perhaps because some judges took others to be
authorities on the issue. For an extreme example, suppose that we knew that one judge would
make a judgment based on the evidence and everyone else would try to copy that judgment
(with fairly high reliability). Then the likelihood that one particular copycat judgment, J, would
yield the verdict that P on the assumption that P would depend on what we assume that the
other copycat judgments are. For these judgments, especially in aggregate, would tell us
something about the original judgment from which it would be copied and about the evidence
on which the original judgment was based. Thus, if we assume that P and that all the other
copycats judged that P, it would be very likely that the J would yield the verdict that P, but if
inconsistent and thus uninstantiated concepts in mind. But this does not itself mean that every
inconsistency in dispositions to apply a concept calls for disambiguation or means that the concept to
which judges relate is itself inconsistent.
18 Cf. Vargas 2006; 2013, part I. A possibility here is that different ways of resolving tensions might be
more or less appropriate depending on context, leaving room for even more variations in judgment (cf.
Nichols 2015).
19 Not all metasemantic theories are neutral with respect to compatibilism and incompatibilism. For
example, consider teleosemantic accounts like that of Ruth Millikan’s (1984; 2017), which take the
referent of a concept to be a matter of what the mechanisms involved in employing that concept have
as their etiological function to recognize. For mechanisms that produce judgments that regularly guide
action and communication in what people take to be successful ways, that function is not plausibly to
track some metaphysically esoteric condition without systematic effects on the practice in which those
mechanisms are employed. Cf. Björnsson and Persson 2012: 345–46; Vargas 2013, ch. 3; Deery 2019.
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we assumed that P and that all the other copycats judged that not-P, it would be very likely that
J would yield the verdict that not-P. Moreover, it is easy to understand that even if all judgments
agreed and the original judgment was reasonable in light of the evidence, the aggregate
reliability of all judgments would be no higher than the reliability of the evidence, and the
aggregate reliability of the copycat judgments would be no higher than the reliability of the
original judgment.20
Admittedly, causal influence of some judgments on others might not be an urgent worry
for the sorts of studies that we have looked at. Subjects are often recruited from large online
pools rather than from small socially connected groups, and even when subjects are socially
connected, the sorts of judgments reported in the experiments are not characteristically socially
shared. But it seems highly likely that many judges have access to the same kind of evidence.
Many might rely on intuitive reactions to the cases that confront them in the studies prompted
by similar cognitive processes, and many will have similar experience of holding and being held
responsible, and of various appeals to excuses and exemptions. Even if there is a richness and
variation in the evidence on which people base their judgments, there is bound to be a great
deal of overlap. It could be, then, that although more judgments will tend to bring higher
accumulated reliability, the marginal epistemic utility might fall quickly, as more judges would
be increasingly unlikely to bring new sources of reliability to the table rather than more of the
same. In light of this, and in light of the fact that professional philosophers have access to a
wider range of evidence, the wisdom of large crowds of non-specialists might add little to the
judgments of specialists.
An additional problem is that even if people have access to different sources of evidence, it
could be that the veridicality of those sources should be understood as deeply probabilistically
dependent. Suppose, for example, that non-specialists’ compatibilist judgments all depend on
the fact that our practices of moral responsibility seem to work independently of whether the
fundamental laws of physics are deterministic: they systematically guide a wide variety of social
relationships in ways that seems to make sense given our interest in the judgments, attitudes,
and actions of others, and their effects on things that we care about. Then these compatibilist
judgments might not collectively be a more reliable sign that compatibilism is true than is the
fact that our practices of holding responsible seem to work independently of issues of
determinism. Or suppose that intuitions supporting incompatibilism are all due to the fact that
considerations of determinism or constitutive luck prompt us to depart from the everyday
explanatory perspective where we understand actions and outcomes as resulting from agents’
motivational structures, leading us to no longer seeing the agents as the sources of these actions
or outcomes (see Björnsson and Persson 2012; 2013; cf. Strawson 1962). Then incompatibilist
intuitions will never collectively be a more reliable than are responsibility judgments made from
non-standard explanatory perspectives.
I am tempted by the idea that most compatibilist and incompatibilist judgments, at least
by non-specialists, are grounded in either of the two broad kinds of evidence just mentioned. If
For discussion of the independence requirement, see e.g. Dietrich 2008; Talbot 2014; Goodin and
Spiekermann 2018, ch. 5.
20
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this is right, it could mean that there is little meaningful independence among compatibilist
judgments, and little meaningful independence among incompatibilist judgments. Surveys of
judgments would thus fail to provide new grounds for accepting one or the other of the two
positions. Though they would tell us what proportion of people are guided by one of these
sources under various circumstances, they would leave us with the task of balancing the
reliability of those sources, unguided by folk judgments.
This conclusion can be resisted even if one accepts the idea that judgments are due to two
(or a small number) of groups of interdependent sources of evidence. For it could be that judges’
reliance on one rather than another broad kind of evidence is guided by further, independent,
evidence concerning the reliability of these broad kinds of first-order evidence. Notice, though,
that the nature of such higher-order evidence is less clear, and that the sort of choice between
different (putative) sources of first-order evidence is far removed from everyday experience.
(Even among philosophers concerned with these issues, methodological discussions are rare and
very sparse compared to more direct discussions of the issues at hand.) In light of this, it might
seem plausible to assume that it is mostly other things than evidence pull people one way rather
than another.21 Perhaps the choice of relying on one sort of evidence rather than another is
antecedently likely to be somewhat better than chance. But it is really unclear whether they
would be guided by evidence from multiple independent sources. If not, the problem of
dependence recurs at this level, offering little hope for a wisdom of the crowd argument.
7.

Concluding discussion

Depending on the subject matter, a preponderance of judgments in favor of one answer might
mean that it is extremely likely to be correct. We have seen several reasons to doubt that it
applies to the central philosophical question discussed here, namely that of compatibilism. We
can perhaps assume, as most people in the literature do, that the issue of whether compatibilism
is true has one correct answer, and might well accord people some antecedent reliability.
Pending further arguments, however, the reliability is presumably low, as the questions are
difficult and people seem to be fairly evenly divided in their judgments. More importantly, it is
unclear to what extent we should assume that people’s judgments are independently tracking
the truth. If they are not, their individual reliabilities fail to aggregate.
This mostly negative conclusion is admittedly concerned with one specific and notoriously
thorny philosophical issue, but it is easy to see how it generalizes to other similarly difficult
questions. Much of what is said also applies if we turn from appeals to the wisdom of crowds of
non-specialists to corresponding appeals to the judgments of specialists. Going by the raw
numbers of compatibilists among specialists in action theory (see Bourget and Chalmers 2009;
2014) and assuming a modest reliability and independence and an antecedently equal likelihood
for compatibilism and incompatibilism, compatibilism would be highly likely to be correct,

A study by Adam Feltz and Edward Cokely (2009) suggests that degrees of extroversion might be some
such factor. For important limitations of that study, see Nadelhoffer et al. 2009.
21
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whereas libertarianism and free will skepticism would be extremely unlikely.22 One can resist
this conclusion by pessimistically denying that specialists are even modestly reliable. But, less
pessimistically, one can reject independence. As with laypeople, there are good reasons to think
that philosophers’ reliability depends on their access to largely overlapping sources of evidence
mostly falling into a few large groups whose reliability are strongly interdependent.23
The worries raised here have concerned the idea that when a preponderance of judgments
by non-specialists fall in line with one philosophical position, this can provide strong aggregative
evidence for that position. But studies of folk judgments might help us understand responsibility
in less direct ways. First, they might serve as a check on philosophical group think. If one feels
that the field ignores an important strand of ordinary thinking about responsibility, experiments
involving non-philosophers can tell us whether it is indeed an important part of the practice
that needs to be accounted for or explained away. Second, although the No Matter What and
Bypassing hypotheses did not hold up in further studies, experiments might reveal that certain
judgments are sensitive to factors of uncertain epistemic relevance, thus offering compatibilists
or incompatibilist ways of explaining why people frequently make judgments that are not in line
with their account. (Studies of philosopher’s judgments could reveal the same, calling for
methodological self-reflection.) Third, studies might reveal widespread dispositions of judgment
and relations between different kinds of judgments that tell us something about the nature of
the practice. 24 But, as noted in the introduction, neither of these ways for experimental
philosophy to be helpful bypasses the need to attend to more ordinary philosophical arguments
and systematizing efforts. Though it can be a useful tool, it is no shortcut.
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